
PRTG PLUS
ITOps teams in large IT environments have thousands of devices, 
users and systems, across multiple locations. It is essential they 
gain visibility and control over these complex infrastructures, to 
ensure business critical systems don’t fail.

PRTG Network Monitor keeps monitoring simple,  
while ensuring performance, clarity and ease of use

PRTG PLUS License Details
The PRTG PLUS license is subscription based. There is no core 
server limitation, the license is based on the number of sensors. 

•  Subscription licensing

•  Unlimited PRTG core server installations

•  Licensed by number of sensors* starting at 50,000 sensors

•  Starts at €24,500 / $27,500 per year

Premium support
Large monitoring setups require planning, experience and an 
understanding of the enterprise architecture it will be deployed in. 
PRTG experts around the globe are ready to support you with the 
best monitoring setup for your requirements.

Ease of use
PRTG has been optimized for maximum 
usability; from the product interface to its 
simple pricing. The initial set-up is straight-
forward, and you get instant feedback from 
the system.

Licensing
The PRTG PLUS license has been designed for large environments. 
It provides the architectural flexibility to scale horizontally, ensuring 
maximum performance. You have access to a premium support team 
to help configure your installation. And the flexible annual per sensor 
subscription, OpEx-based cost model scales with you as you grow.

Integrations
PRTG integrates with analysis tools using API and pre-defined tem-
plates. It acts as a data collector and early warning system, helping 
to identify failures and know where deeper analysis is needed. Close 
partnerships with mainstream IT vendors and established players in 
the ITOM market make for seamless integration.

Feature set
PRTG has all functionality included in every 
license – everything from IT infrastructure 
and Flow-based traffic monitoring to moni-
toring applications, virtual, cloud and hybrid 
environments, right up to IoT set-ups.

Trusted
Based on more than 20 years of monitoring 
experience and the feedback of more than 
200,000 users worldwide, PRTG is one of 
the most established monitoring solutions in 
the industry.

* A "Sensor" is the basic monitoring elements in PRTG. One sensor monitors one aspect in your 
network, e.g. the traffic of a switch port, the CPU load of a server, the free space of a disk drive. 
Sensors have multiple channels allowing you to monitor multiple values per aspect like e.g. the 
CPU load sensor offering one channel per processor and one for the total load of a CPU. On 
average you need about 5–10 sensors per monitored device. Depending on many factors the 
official recommendation is about maximum 10,000 sensors per PRTG core server.

CONTACT US
sales@paessler.com

Paessler named Gartner Peer Insights Customers' Choice for IT Infrastructure Monitoring and for Network  
Performance Monitoring and Diagnostics

“We have a large network all over the country. We are using almost 500 switches in our infrastructure. To monitor 
the entire switches we are using PRTG Network Monitor software. It is very useful for bandwidth monitoring, 
alerts, detailed reports, maps and so on.”

Infrastructure and Operations Executive in the Finance sector, company size: 30BN + USD
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